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Preface 

The dream of America was a place for all people, and for many it was. Yet our history is 
also rife with oppression, prejudice, and injustice. In a time of strife, the hope of moving 
forward must be met with a willingness to reconcile with the past. The melody of justice 
and peace will crescendo only after we allow the words of truth, pain, and bitterness their 
rightful place.  By listening to the stories of those different from ourselves, only then can we 
gain perspective, empathy, and begin to find a shared narrative for the future. 

This book is a collection of works by Iowa writers from all walks of life. 
It shares the voices of those who have been oppressed, those who want to understand, and 
those who fight for a brighter future in Iowa, and in the world. 

As you read these personal stories, ask yourself, how will you share your voice and 
your peace? 
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Dan Campion

Dan Campion is the author of Peter De Vries and Surrealism, coeditor of Walt Whitman: The Measure of His
Song, and contributor of poetry to many magazines, including Able Muse, Light, Measure, The Midwest

Quarterly, The North American Review, Poetry, Rolling Stone, and Shenandoah. Six of his poems have been featured
in the Poetry in Public Program sponsored by the Iowa City Public Art Program. A native of Chicago with
degrees from the University of Chicago (AB), the University of Illinois at Chicago (MA), and the University

of Iowa (PhD), he works as a writer and editor in Iowa City, Iowa.
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Cultivation 

“A single human female who existed in Africa about two hundred thousand years ago . . . is the 
common mother of our species.”

—Siddhartha Mukherjee

We all are here by way of Africa.
Each cell our bodies hold remembers well
the broad savannahs, rivers, rolling hills
that molded us from hungers great as ours.
I cut my hand while stringing chicken wire
to hold up garden peas on Prentiss Street
some years ago. Stray drops of blood dripped down
and mixed with dirt. Those sugar snaps came green
as cashew leaves and sweet as apple pie,
and when the sleeping fireflies emerged,
each night of that July they starred the sky
with Milky Way as seen from Olduvai.
No case of heatstroke here. Candide was right.
Vines turn toward Eden catching morning light.
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Henri Harper

Henri Harper has lived and worked in Iowa City for 18 years as a community advocate for youth
and families. Henri’s hometown is East St. Louis, IL. Henri’s motto is our differences make us

stronger. If you are not listening, you are not engaged in true change.
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Poem of Privilege 

I constantly ask myself why do I continue to try
I constantly ask myself why do they choose to live a lie
Is there really such a thing as racial justice when those
with white privileges speaks for us
You feeling good and your understanding of the issues does nothing for us, we trust.
If you could start listening, you may find your white privilege only allow you to hide what
we already know that you don’t really know us.
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Mason Greer

Mason Greer was born and raised in Iowa City to a white rural mother and a black urban father.  Growing 
up biracial in an inclusive community he never felt like an outsider; that is until he went to college at the 
University of Northern Iowa, which is dominated by small town white ideologies that didn't accept him or 
his values as a whole.
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Home of Apple Pie

I grew up in White America so they took away my black card 
It’s not my fault I played in the backyard, with my white friends and white family 
No color for the eye to see 
You self-righteous brothas have never been a fan of me 
I think you’re scared of being a puppet for the Caucasians who dream of chasin’ 
Call me what you want I’ll leave it up for interpretation 
And now my white card got taken cause I ain't convertin’, that’s for certain 
I’ll hold this burden as I fly through this American excursion 
So pop your popcorn sit back and just watch me 
Call me rocky, I’m over confident don’t confuse that with cocky 
Unfortunately this confidence is just another mask 
You spray your axe, only talking to girls after you empty your whole flask 
I’ll tell ya, I have never felt like such a minority 
I’ll take my insults orally, I wish I could say I was speaking metaphorically 
But judging by your friend circle and how you think hip hop is reality 
I like to be kissed before I’m FUCKED only with less sodomy 
Part of me wants to lash out and turn into my demon 
The other part says don’t give into your feelings
Racism will never die, in the land of apple pie 
And the home of the brave 
I’ll take it to my grave that my skin was light enough to be saved 
Yea, man that’s reality 
Cut all reparations and give us an opportunity 
Some were born into it and take advantage every day 
The other’s piss it away, and quickly learn that shit ain't sweet till you get tooth decay 
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I will dedicate my life to laughing at my competition 
Flipping off my opposition 
And repellin' all the insults dishin'
This is for all the black kids who never had a pot to piss in 
The world would be a lot better if you close your mouth and try to listen
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Bonnie Larson Staiger

Bonnie Larson Staiger lives on the Great Plains near the Badlands of North Dakota where she finds
balance to her busy professional life as a consultant and lobbyist. With strong ties to life on the prairies,

landscape and geography creep inexorably into her poetry. Her work has been anthologized in Leaning into
the Wind and Woven on the Wind as well as individual poems in various publications, including The Daily

Palette, University of Iowa, 4/6/2016.  During the last two Iowa Summer Writing Festivals she studied with
Ilya Kaminsky and Daniel Khalastchi.
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Destiny Manifested

Years after his failed attempt to take control of tiny Leith, North Dakota, and turn it into 
a haven for white supremacists and racists, Craig Cobb, convicted of terrorizing, is still 
buying up properties and land across the Midwest—Kansas, Nebraska, and Missouri. 

Two centuries ago 
white people came 
to lay claim 
for Jefferson.
His vision, illusion
to make the plains great –
to colonize, capitalize 
politicize, and nationalize 

Now you come

to lay an Aryan claim 
on the Great Plains
to sanitize, blacklist 
black people, ridicule, 
remove red people –
berate Brown 
vs. Board of Education
But you’re too late

It’s already been done
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Sally Ostedgaard

Sally Ostedgaard writes nonfiction poetry because she knows "only symbolism can honestly express my
reality." She practices holistic healing, including Holy Fire Reiki, modern Shamanism, and spiritual

counseling, and she is a reader of Tarot.  “A star cannot shine without darkness” (D.H. Sidebottom) is, in
this moment, her favorite quote.
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The Gift of the Staurós

Dedicated, with love and gratitude, to all my new friends at Gospel Explosion Ministry

I could not comprehend.
You were unimaginable to me. 
I turned my back to the sun. 
And yet, all I ever wanted was more. 
More of You.

Lost for an eternity
I was the one searching empty tombs. 
And I was the one who was hung.

Beneath the weight of the wood 
my pockets full of nails 
You revealed Yourself again and again.

Yet time after time 
I chose to be blind— 
though I could feel the heat rising 
from Your outstretched wings 
as You recovered slain warriors 
with magnificent ease.

“Try me and see.” You said 
as You poured out a blessing. 
“My love? It will overwhelm you!”
And I was taken to my knees 
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for there was not room enough 
to receive it all.

And though I lay sleeping 
and despite my amnesia 
You got Yourself up 
so that I would not have to be down.

Then You waited and You waited for me to awake.

There is a translation now. A decoding. 
I can perceive some thing today 
that had been obscured
in every other moment. 
Because I AM You. 
And You are me.

Look, the frost has turned to dew 
and it sparkles in the dawn. 
It was always You! 
Even in my darkest hour 
I was not alone. 
Golden purifier, auric vision. 
Grasp me in Your gentle talons
so that I may fly higher still. 
Crucify my flesh 
so that I may know You more deeply.
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And I, too, will wear my scars 
with grace and honor 
until We can walk that road back home. 
Until We can know true perfection again.

Because now I see the reason to wait... 
to give up the ghost: 
Beloved, You are my Destiny. 
Let me shine Your Light. 
For without You 
I do not exist.
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Maria Hernandez 

Maria Hernandez was born and raised in Puerto Rico but has lived in Iowa City for most of her grown-up
life.

She has been an artist, a teacher, and a Prince fanatic.
She lives in a blue house she shares with a Mexican dog named Ipanema.
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Human Services

I walk into the Johnson County Office of Human Services 
and something about it reminds me of the third world

Maybe is the toys that are at least five times older 
than the children who play with them 
or the old photocopier that is 
at least twice as old 
as the kids’ mom
or maybe it’s the cord phone 
that now seems like an ancient artifact

My friend from Chicago, a black woman with three kids, once called it:
The Office of Human Disservices

that’s the aura of that place
I walk into the Human Services office with my ginger friend, an Iowa girl from a northern town 
who comes with me for emotional support 

I need to fill out an application that’s twenty pages’ long 

When I get to the section that says:
“Please check your Race”

I tell my friend that I usually check off: 
“White” 
“African American” and 
“Native American 
because that’s what I say
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Puerto Ricans are 
as far as race is concerned

She points out the box that says: 
“Other”
with a blank space besides

We both agree to fill the blank:
“Human Race”
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Eliza David

Eliza David is the author of the five-star-rated, six-book Cougarette series. She was born and raised on the
noisy South Side of Chicago but now lives in super quiet Iowa. When she’s not writing, working full-time,

or raising two children with her loving husband, Eliza enjoys reading throwback Jackie Collins and
indulging in the occasional order of cheese fries. Eliza is a blogger as well, serving as a contributing writer

for Real Moms of Eastern Iowa and Thirty on Tap. She was a featured panelist at the 2016 Iowa Soul
Festival and will be a headlining author at the 2016 Iowa City Book Fair. Her latest project, Savage, hits

Amazon on September 30, 2016, and is available for pre-order now. 
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 It’s Too Early

There’s nothing louder than being Black in Iowa. Take it from a girl who hails from one of the loudest 
cities in the nation.

I haven’t lived in my hometown of Chicago for twenty years, having spent those last two decades in the 
cornfields of Iowa. It wasn’t much of a culture shock for me to move from a dorm room in small town 
Iowa to a two-bedroom apartment in the not-as-small enclave known as Iowa City. 

Hawkeye Nation.  

I get back to the Chi monthly, enjoying the city of my birth. True, Chicago has been in turmoil.  Crime is 
rampant and young people are dying, I know. Despite it (and, quite possibly, in spite of it), the back-to-
back murders that happened during this past second week in July struck me hard.

I was working from home that Wednesday, the day Alton Sterling’s murder video went viral. My fourth 
grader and kindergartner were both home with me, taking a breather week from their respective day camp 
obligations. While my oldest, my son, played one of his many online games, I’d seen it in social media feeds
on my work laptop. The spread of anger was evident from a variety of people I’d known at one time or 
another: high school acquaintances, colleagues from my old gig in advertising, my older relatives who 
usually allow their Facebook profiles collect dust on any other day. Everyone had an opinion about the 
gruesome video, and none of them were good. 

The link met my sight, urging me to play it. I just couldn’t, not that early in the day. It wasn’t even noon 
yet. That’s what I told myself: it’s too early. 

I avoided it until my husband arrived home from work, asking me if I’d heard about the incident in Baton 
Rouge. I nodded, loading the dishes into the washer. Yes, I’d resorted to cleaning to dodge the inevitable: 
watching yet another video of a black man being slaughtered in the street by those vested and badged to 
protect him. He reached for the remote and turned on one of the 24-hour media churners and bam! There 
is was, in motion. I had no warning, except for the hours that had ticked away at home while I hid from it. 
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It’s too early.

We both watched Mr. Sterling, splayed on the ground. His arms pinned as a gun was cocked at his head. 
My husband, who is Caucasian, shook his head. “They have his arms pinned.  Why the gun?”

“Why the arms?” I’d retorted as the video segued back to the anchor’s perfect sad face. As talking heads 
from the network droned on about brutality and cameras and statements and allegations, my own head 
banged with fury.  Another death at the hands of law enforcement – not that this was a complete shock to 
me. I’m from a city where corruption was and is a hallmark. Where black bodies being destroyed daily, both
by law enforcement and our own citizens.  But there remains a sting that emanates when you watch a 
person with the ultimate power take down the powerless. It hurts, makes me question our nation – one 
that’s closer than comfort to electing an Eighties pop culture punchline for President. Is this what we are?

It’s too early.

After dinner and bedtime tuck-ins, my husband and I detached ourselves from the news. We turned on a 
few episodes of mindless reality television, half-watching, half-talking. We discussed all the factors: white 
privilege, possible community responses, what hell got our nation here again after countless of other 
murders. I got in bed, snuggling under my covers to check my social media pages a final time that evening. 
Then, there was his name in between two Black Lives Matter memes in my feed – Philando Castile.  I 
yelled over the sound of running water to my husband, who was brushing his teeth in the adjoining 
bathroom, “I think another man has been shot by a cop.”

“Are you sure? Can’t be. Gotta be the same guy,” he said after rinsing his mouth.

I clicked the link immediately this time and the video played. His body slumped. His girlfriend speaking 
straight into the camera. A gun pointed at both of them.

“No…this is someone else,” I said, my voice small. “It hasn’t even been twenty-four hours…”

It’s too early.
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Thursday came too soon. I tossed and turned that night, confused and concerned. Two men in twenty-four
hours. As I arose from bed and went about my daily morning routine, I realized that I was leaving the 
confines of my home to go to a lonely place for me during times like these: my workplace. It was lonely 
after Trayvon Martin, after Mike Brown, after Sandra Bland, after every human being transformed into a 
hashtag after the bang of an authoritative gun. I don’t feel like dealing with white people today, I instantly 
thought as I stepped into my steaming shower. Such a profound statement for me, a woman married to a 
white man, to think, but my feelings were still raw at seven in the morning.

It’s too early.

Arriving into my office – where I am the only brown face in my department – was surreal. Most of my 
colleagues were out on vacation, still enjoying remnants of the Independence Day holiday. As the hours 
ticked by, I engaged no one about the events that had transpired. No one sought to engage me. It left me 
feeling despondent by the close of the business day. After getting home with kids in tow, we fell into our 
typical fare: kids on the computer, husband and I on the couch. After we naturally found ourselves talking 
about Alton and Philando again (how could we talk about anything else?), I asked my husband the question
that had been going my mind all day:

“I’m going to talk to ___ about it. You think that’s a good idea?”

My husband nodded and I could feel his brain twisting, as was my own. Our son is nine, is rarely (if ever) 
unaccompanied by an adult, and has never asked any questions about what’s been pumping through our 
television screen over the past 36 hours. Still, I felt that something needed to be said to give him some 
context. I walked into our room, where he was hunkered down in front of a MineCraft scene. I turned him 
around in the swivel chair and caught his gaze.

“Is there anything you wanna ask about what Daddy and I have been watching in the news?”

He hesitated before answering with a “Nope”. A part of me was relieved, thrilled that he was still innocent 
enough to regard the events as something out of his childlike realm. But another part of me remembered 
that Tamir Rice was just three years younger than my son when he was gunned down for playing with a toy
gun in a park. I continued,
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“Because you know, if you have a question about anything, you can ask Dad and I, okay?”

He paused again, his brain now doing the twisting. “Were those men that got shot doing something bad?”

“I don’t think they were,” I said. 

“Then why did the police shoot them?”

I cleared my throat. “I don’t know. I think that it’s like at school, the teacher calls all of your classmates 
‘friends’, right?”

He nodded.

“Well, you know that there are some good friends in your class that you play with everyday and then there 
are the not-so-good ones that might bully other students or backtalk the teacher.”

He nodded again.

“Well, police are the same way.  You have good cops and you have bad ones. I think that these men were 
shot by bad ones.”

“Okay, I understand,” he said with a nod before turning back to his computer world. I felt that it ended 
rather abruptly and I, in all my wordiness, was itching to talk more. I realized, as I left him to his devices, 
that maybe The Talk comes in stages as he grows. That three minutes we shared was enough for now. I 
understand that five years from now, the conversation will become more granular. We’ll have to discuss 
how to follow proper protocol, what to do if his body is touched, who he needs to call if he’s ever 
apprehended. It will take longer than three minutes. It will take everything in me to keep my charged 
opinions to a minimum while still espousing truth to him. 

For now, it’s too early.
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Michelle Bradley

The author, a Cedar Rapids native, currently resides in St. Louis, Missouri, where she devotes her time to
writing, family, and advancements in public education.
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How Do I Tell Him 

How do I tell him, he really does not know, that he will be judged as Other, as Them?

When do I tell him, with his corkscrew curls and mocha skin, that he will stir fear if he sits over there, that 
he will spark rage if he flirts with her child?  
He does not know. He really has no clue.  He has studied Rosa Parks and Freedom Riders.  He has slotted 
black slavery and lynchings onto timelines long past.  For that was then, they 
say…
Yet now - has he not seen on this day’s news the teenage bravado that left a black youth shot dead, bravado
so different, yet so like that his white brothers pull off?  Can he not hear our friends say “they?” or feel his 
neighbors’ turned backs when the desperate and the hurt look like him?

Why must I tell him of the ugly part of us, of our egos and our judgment and our cruelty? and by telling 
him, am I somehow complicit in feeding this hate? For if our children do not know, perhaps they will not 
repeat…
Will he not learn, without me, whatever he must know?  Or will my silence leave him bare, to be street 
taught by others, in the crassest and most dangerous of forms, of Bigotry and Hatred and Spite?

What will I tell him -  that as he grows from sweet child to idealistic young man, he will morph in 
perception from hip friend to thug?   Yes, this I should tell him, I must say  - pull down the hood, heed my 
words and survive.
But not yet.  He needs – no,  I need one more day, maybe two. One more pure smile.   Perhaps by then 
God will have answered our prayers.  Maybe tonight we will cast out Hate and wake to hearts of multi-
toned skin and hair and eyes.
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But it is Today.  And he is ready, for I think he already knows.  He is waiting for me to help him, waiting 
for me to add the story of family and humor and hope.   Yes, these are the things he needs to know.  All 
these things, grounded in love, faced together, conquered with courage.  
And I can see, and I am ready, for both the why and the how of what must be said, in the when of Now.
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Sarah Iyala Masangu

After turning 21, Sarah Iyala Masangu has finally decided to let her voice be heard. She has risen up and has
written every emotion she has ever felt onto blank pages.  She hopes that you listen and think before you

speak.
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Stop Shooting Us
Snippets from the author’s upcoming book, TDMOMSD

Hello my black and white brothers and sisters, I came here to live the so called “American Dream”. 
Escaping a civil war in the DRC in 2000 and then 3 months in 9/11 happened. Now I’m left with a serious 
question. And if you still remember this question please tell me the answer. I am wondering can I sue the 
US government for my mental health issues? First it was traumatizing a five year old with videos on replay 
of the 9/11 attacks for months. Now it is traumatizing a 21 year old with videos of people that were once 
enslaved from her homeland being murdered out in the streets.

America, you have psychologically hard wired my brain to fear the people that are meant to protect me. So 
I had to look within myself and came to a conclusion that discrimination is still flourishing in this country. 
Let me remind you of your history. The civil rights movement eliminated the white only signs that were 
plastered all over town. Our leaders who brought us freedom that disobeyed the laws of the land were 
gunned down. The ones that obeyed were shortly executed after their jobs were done. And to be able to 
reach you, the government whispered things into Martin Luther King Jr’s ears. And once he stopped 
listening, he got assassinated. 

This same system hates anything associated with #BlackLivesMatter. When in fact this movement is about 
speaking out against the mistreatment that has been happening for decades in this country to black people. 
This movement is not about some of you, but it does include you. This is about uniting both generations. 
To show the little black girls and boys that when they get older they won’t be gunned down like animals. 

See we are at the setting point of Martin Luther King Jr’s dream but #AllLivesMatter is still sleeping. 
They’ve locked themselves in their homes and have stayed in their memory foam mattresses. They’ve set 
their alarms on their iphones to wake them up but when it rings they tap the screen and say “ten more 
minutes”. We must wake them up and make them aware that while they are lying in bed our history is 
dying. 
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Our history is being looked behind jailhouse cells getting killed by the people that are meant to be watching
over them. Our history has laid dead with bullets on the street. Our history was shot dead while walking 
home with a hoodie and skittles on his hand. Our present cannot breathe and our future will have asthma if
we don’t do anything to stop it. 

The soil beneath the corn and the cotton fields have African blood running through them like water. We 
must get up and stand up. And if the media decides to not cover what we see then we must place our 
sorrow and grief somewhere else in front of them so they can witness it.
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Patricia Bieber

Patricia Bieber has been writing and sharing poetry since she was in third grade and learned that a teacher 
would rather allow her to read a one page poem than a forty-eight page first novel. A former teacher, Ms. 
Bieber now spends her time honing her own writing skills in between gardening, walking the dog, and 
taking pictures of flower. She finds forms such as the villanelle inspire her by giving structure to a poem 
when the topic is an unknown. She also writes under the name Gesene Oak.
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Struggling to Comprehend

What do I know of your days?
I, born of Caucasian race,
Can I understand your ways?
 
My ancestry's a muddled maze,
I was born right near this place –
What do I know of your days?
 
Studying books and plays,
I find no wisdom to embrace,
Can I understand your ways?
 
When your life is set ablaze,
Seen/not seen on your face,
What do I know of your days?
 
I’m not a one who prays
Or seeks a perfect grace –
Can I understand your ways?
 
I need a perfect phrase
That our lives may interlace
What do I know of your days?
Can I understand your ways?
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Genesis

Genesis is a writer, artist, and religion scholar from the Iowa City area. Ze employs meditation, creative
work, and lovingkindness as zyr main problem solving techniques. Ze is disabled, autistic, and Black and

Wangunk mixed race. Currently ze is working on a revolutionary treatise on the nature of love.
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Why You Can’t Touch My Hair 

(or sleep with me)

In the 1800’s, a woman named Saartjie Baartman was kidnapped and paraded around Europe nude, like a 
zoo animal. Her labia are still preserved in a jar in a museum as are other parts of her body. Zoo exhibits of
Black people existed up through the 1960’s. As a young girl of nine or ten, these are the things I thought 
about while white people of all ages pawed at my skin and hair or laughed at the size of my ass and other 
racial features, treated me as a disgusting yet fascinating sexual object.

A year ago I was raped, resulting in a miscarriage. More recently I discovered that my great great uncle’s 
body was desecrated after his death and used as home decor. This is all part of a systematic attack on the 
bodily autonomy of people of color going back centuries.

I have never had full control over my body, first through the racial traumas of childhood and later through 
the societal belief that even an adult person of color does not own their own body, but rather we are 
expected to submit to whatever strangers, often white strangers, often white male strangers, want to put it 
through: the catcalls, the sexual harassment, the nonconsensual touching, the rape. And on top of this is 
the fear of how I dress and look bringing on abuse by police and other people in power. Even more painful
is the shame of capitulating to this fear and feeling that in doing so I am abandoning my races, ceasing to 
fight for my peoples’ right to survive.

It should not be a political issue for my body and myself to exist. The clothes that I put on my body and 
the way I style my hair should not be steeped in controversy. Neither should my resistance to abuse and 
rape. And yet, when asked about my experiences as a person of color, this is what weighs on my mind most
heavily, what is most urgent. The history of the policing of the appearances of people of color and treating 
us as curiosities which whites have the right to touch and explore in any way they choose without consent, 
extends into how adults touch children, how children bully each other, how abuse is committed, how 
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rapists force victims to stay quiet. It is never just one hand in my hair. It is thousands of hands all over my 
most intimate and sacred areas.

The people who exhibit racism, particularly in touch and otherwise disrespecting and sexualizing my body, 
are for the most part not intending to be malicious. They consider themselves open minded, liberal, racially 
aware people. They think their racially motivated abuse is a compliment to people of color, because how 
could they be acting in a racist way? This is my audience, people who don’t mean to cause harm but are 
integral to sustaining a system of violence nonetheless. If your class or education makes think you do not 
count as part of the problem, think again. If you do not voluntarily terminate the system of privilege and 
oppression which your ancestors created out of our bones and broken bodies, you are as guilty as they are. 
You are taking violent, if inadvertent, steps daily to subjugate already oppressed groups.

Listen and think carefully about your words and actions. Stop interpreting our beauty and strength as 
reasons to oppress us. Stop ignoring the nature of the structural and institutionalized racism that is the 
foundation of America. Stop contributing to our nation’s legacy of terrorism and genocide. Stop treating 
our bodies, selves, and lives as if they belong to you. Work to make this country the melting pot of freedom
and acceptance that white people boast about it already being.
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Fredrick O’Neal Cherry Jr.

Fredrick O’Neal Cherry Jr. is a sophomore at the University of Iowa studying English and Dance. He is the
co-founder of DynamIX Entertainment, a YouTube channel that creates a platform for young artists.

Fredrick stands behind the idea by Toni Morrison that artists should create dangerously, using their art to
impact others. He plans on dedicating his life to this through his passions of writing, singing, dancing and

performing.
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The Path Required

I am a man
The scales of life are skewed
Twisted forever in my favor

I don't deny it
I acknowledge the cards I have been dealt

Ignoring to do so would be a travesty 
But another layer lies beneath, complicating things further

Tucked neatly behind the first
Yet forever visible to most

I am a Black man
The scales have shifted yet again

Only this time against me
In a way that is often quite difficult to understand

Some may ask why
The answer is quite simple

The system has been founded upon various forms of oppressions and injustice
Some outright

Others floating though the air;
Invisible, Odorless, Deadly, yet constantly present

My people have forever been held back
Tightly chained at the back of the line

Force-fed half-truths and outright lies that make it seem like things have 
shifted for the better

To make it seem like the chains that hold me are voluntary, a figment of 
my imagination, a constant flaw in my mental process, making others 

believe that I, in fact, hold the key
Society believes that these chains are gone, broken in the new age of 
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colorblindness when in fact the chains that have tightly bound me have 
only reshaped to fit the complicated times

Remolding around my neck so tightly that only those who wear it know 
that it's there

The shackles at my feet linking me to my colored neighbors
Aligning us under the same banner of oppression

Our plights are similar
The battle is not yet won

There seems to be no end in sight
But yet there is hope

If you open your eyes to see pass the veil of ignorance
To the reality we have lived for years

You will begin to see our plight differently
Our never ending battles with the system and realize that

Your voice matters
You may never fully understand our struggle or face the same injustices 

we do
Your blood may never be spilt

Caught on video, your name neatly positioned behind a hash-tag
You may never be able to fully step into our sole-less shoes

Worn down
Hoping that one day you can finally retire them

But if you speak up on our behalf
Your contribution does not go unnoticed

Your hand may not resemble mine
But an acknowledgement of our differences, the way the scale tilts, 

Matters
Only then

Can we ever hope to live in peace and harmony
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Garry Klein

Garry Klein is an Iowa City resident and part-time writer who cares deeply about peace. He writes guest
columns and maintains a blog called Iowa City Meanderings. He lives with his wife, Betsy, their dog Baby
and cat Duncan. He is also is Director of Career Coaching at the University of Iowa’s Pomerantz Career

Center.
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Change Within Reach

In 2014, I participated in a community outpouring to show opposition to the oppression of people of color
that occurs every day in our community. Hearing the stories of police "attention" that young people 
experienced was eye-opening. It was hard to believe that some of the same things that created "sunset 
town" mentality in Iowa still occurred. The shootings in Ferguson and over 400 other places in the US 
remind us that all people do bad things and people who lack understanding of others are more likely to 
exercise poor judgment. In an effort to make change happen, at the end of the rally, we went up to people 
we didn’t know and introduced ourselves.

Later that year, a local film festival showed "Arab American", the story of a son of Iraqi immigrants' 
experiences post-9/11 when he was severely beaten in Fairfield, Iowa for being seen as ‘terrorist’. You can 
add stories of bullying over sexuality and other cases of our inhumanity toward each other, but it doesn't 
change this overarching concern: we are struggling to keep our shared humanity together.

For each case of violence, whether through policing or through willful ignorance, we are signaling to the 
next generation that there are people who count more or less than others and you do not have to concern 
yourself about changing that picture because "it" is and "it" always will be.

However, I truly believe that people of goodwill see through the veil of prejudice and bigotry. 
Understanding that keeping us at odds with one another serves a divisive purpose and we genuinely want to
tear down the wall of deception that perpetuates this false narrative.

I saw this in that crowd of 120 people and, later, in the filmgoers. We have a way to go to tap into the spirit
root of our shared humanity because not all people are willing to let their guard down or have been injured 
and cannot forgive. But we can change the narrative by our example. Through experience, each generation 
is a little bit better than the last. We must constantly educate and challenge ourselves to be and do better.

I am an unrepentant peacenik. I always have been and I always will be. But peace is not the absence of 
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violence, it is the presence of understanding, tolerance, and ultimately acceptance of each other--differences
and all. We have no predisposed reason to war with each other. We also have no reason to need someone 
to protect and serve us, if we are serving each other. I took the challenge that was thrown down at the rally 
to heart and introduce myself to people I don't know. Hopefully, by my action, I let them know, whatever 
their skin color, religion, sexual-orientation, or even political affiliation, that they matter to me. Our 
humanity may be tattered, but it is not beyond repair. We are the catalyst of change and cannot be idle in 
our shared mission.
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Badra Kalil

Badra Kalil is a young writer from Iowa. She usually spends her time reading books, doing tae kwon do,
sewing, or making bad science puns. She has been writing for as long as she can remember, whether it was

poetry in a battered notebook, or typing up a final draft of a short story.
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This Field

In a field,
a flower grows.
Only centimeters away
more flowers thrive.
Seeing it,
understanding sweeps in.
We are all different,
as individual as they come.
But if you were to dare a glance
at the field of flowers that is us,
we may appear to be a blur.
A giant painting of colors,
with indigo and scarlet colors alike.
Each color being so important
that removing one hue
would cause the entire meadow to turn drab.
We all live on the same earth,
all grown from the same soil.
Such diversity flourishes,
such harmony achieved
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Sultana and Emily Roberts

Sultana grew up in a small town in southern Afghanistan called Khandahar. Emily Roberts is the owner of
Western Wise. She and Sultana met through an online learning program.
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Sultana’s Story

E: Around the world, girls are banned from becoming astronauts in the spaceship of education. When my 
friend Sultana was 4, the Taliban forbade the women Kandahar, Afghanistan, from leaving their homes, 
trapping her, her sisters, and mother inside the four walls of their compound.

S: Even as the Taliban lost power, we remained jailed and veiled, hidden from the world in a place that 
believes “dar shaza… goor”: a woman’s place is in the house or in the grave.” 

E: When Sultana was 11, strangers came to her door and threatened to burn her face with acid if she 
continued to go to school. 

S: At 13 years old, I decided I would not let my mind be confined by the walls of my house, by the burqa 
that brands me as a woman... so I traveled across pages, and through time; with Socrates, I explored my 
ignorance, with Einstein I learned relativity, and with Maya Angelou I empathized that I too, know why the
caged bird sings. 

And they mocked me-- for picking up a pencil, for wanting to become a physicist, for solving calculus 
problems. Just because I am a woman. 

E: Not-so-small steps for Sultana, and giant leaps for womankind. One of her brothers would aid her with 
pencils and paper, while another would ask, “Why do you bother finding x’s and y’s? You will be nothing if
you cannot cook and clean.” But her dreams were stronger than the gravity pulling her back to the kitchen. 
She built a rocket… 

S: Carefully constructed by mathematics books and massive open online classes, philosophy quotes and 
physics theories, each page read and problem solved preparing me for blastoff. 
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E: But at 19 years old, she was barred from attending a US university because she has no proof of her 
qualifications. In our nation, built on formal education, they asked only: “But does she have transcripts?” 
“What are her scores?” 

I’ll tell you her scores. Her scores are, Women’s Oppressors: 0 Sultana: 1 Taliban: 0 Sultana: 2, Patriarchal 
Society: 0 Sultana: 3

S: I could not give up on my dream to go to college. But there were no testing centers in Afghanistan. 
Pakistan had them but I had no way to get there. 

E: Her only potential ride to Pakistan was two months before the test date. She took it.  And stayed in 
Karachi for 60 days waiting for her chance.

S: Once I had my scores, we realized it was only the beginning. 

E: She still needed a visa. And college acceptance. And of course, tuition. We applied for a visa but it was 
rejected. 

S: One of my favorite books on physics was written by a man named Lawrence Krauss. We took a chance 
and contacted him, and then we spoke through the internet. He couldn’t believe I had taught myself 
physics; I couldn’t believe a famous scientist was talking to me. He connected us to Nicolas Kristoff from 
the New York Times, who wrote an article about me. My student visa was rejected again but Kristoff told 
me about a humanitarian visa. This time, it was approved. 

E: Sultana arrived in the United States on July 27th, 2016. She will attend Kirkwood Community College in
Iowa City for one semester then transfer to Arizona State University where she has been offered a full-ride 
scholarship in physics to study under Lawrence Krauss. 

S: I am Sultana. This story was the past. Now I make my future. 
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About The 

Iowa Writers’ House

The Iowa Writers’ House is a community writing organization that welcomes all writers into its inspiring,
creative, and supportive environment. We believe that sharing the stories within us is the path to our best

selves and a better world. 

The mission of the Iowa Writers’ House (IWH) is to extend the Iowa literary legacy to all people and
strengthen community among writers, editors, readers, audiences, and all those who believe that writing

connects us, leads us to new perspectives, and ultimately unites us in our shared human experiences.

www.iowawritershouse.org
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